
Name: _____________________________________

Lost Treasure of the 
Emerald Eye

Vocabulary
Chapters 7 - 9

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

1. Maria absentmindedly locked her keys in the car and had to call my dad for help. 

a.  accidentally b.  forgetfully

c.  intentionally d.  purposely

 2. Sawyer worked up a large appetite after playing football with his friends.

a.  sweat b.  crowd

c.  pain d.  desire for food

 

 3. The police officer had no choice but to put himself in a dangerous situation.

a.  condition b.  room

c.  house d.  angle

 4. The dancer was blushing after falling during the dance routine.

a.  crying b.  red in the face

c.  laughing d.  angry

 5. Noah immediately turned the water off after the pipe burst.

a.  hesitantly b.  without delay

c.  bravely d.  very quietly

 6.  Yesterday I slipped on ice, but fortunately I was okay.

a.  happily b.  amazingly

c.  luckily d.  unknowingly
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ANSWER KEY

Lost Treasure of the 
Emerald Eye

Vocabulary
Chapters 7 - 9

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

1. Maria absentmindedly locked her keys in the car and had to call my dad for help.  b

a.  accidentally b.  forgetfully

c.  intentionally d.  purposely

 2. Sawyer worked up a large appetite after playing football with his friends.  d

a.  sweat b.  crowd

c.  pain d.  desire for food

 

 3. The police officer had no choice but to put himself in a dangerous situation.  a

a.  condition b.  room

c.  house d.  angle

 4. The dancer was blushing after falling during the dance routine.  b

a.  crying b.  red in the face

c.  laughing d.  angry

 5. Noah immediately turned the water off after the pipe burst.  b

a.  hesitantly b.  without delay

c.  bravely d.  very quietly

 6.  Yesterday I slipped on ice, but fortunately I was okay.  c

a.  happily b.  amazingly

c.  luckily d.  unknowingly
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